EMS On The Hill Day  
April 29, 2015 (briefing April 28) in Washington, D.C.

EMS On The Hill Day is held to educate Congress about the needs and challenges facing EMS. This event brings together our nation’s entire EMS community - from agencies and practitioners representing all delivery models, to the leaders of national EMS organizations. It allows our congressional representatives to hear directly from EMS professionals about the needs of their communities and the challenges they face in providing quality emergency and mobile medical care to their patients.

Educating congressional leaders empowers EMS and your organization. Help get the EMS message heard on Capitol Hill by sponsoring EMS On The Hill Day events and activities. Engaging Congress not only benefits those practicing in the field but all industries that develop products, programs and services that support the delivery of quality patient care.

Support EMS On The Hill Day 2015!  
See available opportunities on the reverse side.  
More information: corporatepartners@naemt.org

We have chosen to work for the betterment of our patients and our profession. Support us.

www.naemt.org | 1-800-346-2368
2015 EMS On The Hill Day Sponsor Benefits

Benefits included at all levels are: listing on NAEMT’s EMS On The Hill Day web page, listing on on-site signage, and use of the EMS On The Hill Day Sponsor logo.

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS INCLUDED WITH EACH SPONSOR LEVEL:

Champion - $10,000
Up to four complimentary registrations to the event; recognition at the closing reception; recognition as a sponsor of a specific chosen event on printed and electronic EMS On The Hill Day materials (events include pre-Hill visit briefing; one sponsor ad on video of briefing; opening networking reception or closing reception), logo on NAEMT’s EMS On The Hill Day web page and on on-site signage, recognition in an NAEMT News article; and recognition as an official NAEMT Platinum Corporate Partner, with commensurate benefits.

Principal - $7,500
Up to three complimentary registrations to the event; recognition at the closing reception; recognition as a sponsor of a specific chosen event on printed and electronic EMS On The Hill Day materials (events include pre-Hill visit briefing; one sponsor ad on video of briefing; opening networking reception or closing reception); logo on NAEMT’s EMS On The Hill Day web page and on on-site signage; recognition in an NAEMT News article; and recognition as an official NAEMT Gold Corporate Partner, with commensurate benefits.

Pillar - $5,000
Up to two complimentary registrations to the event; recognition at the closing reception; logo on NAEMT’s EMS On The Hill Day web page and on on-site signage; recognition in an NAEMT News article; and recognition as an official NAEMT Silver Corporate Partner, with commensurate benefits.

Steward - $2,500
One complimentary registration to the event; recognition at the closing reception; logo on on-site signage; recognition in an NAEMT News event summary article; and recognition as an official NAEMT Bronze Corporate Partner, with commensurate benefits.

Advocate - $1,000
Additional benefits include recognition in an NAEMT News event summary article; and recognition as an official NAEMT Annual Corporate Partner, which includes commensurate benefits.

Friend - $500
Regular benefits as listed above.

Support EMS On The Hill Day 2015!
More information: corporatepartners@naemt.org